Louvre Outdoor Wall light Fitting (91794)
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Safety Warnings
This product is only suitable for connection to a 240V~50Hz supply in accordance with current IEE wiring
regulations. It should be installed in accordance with local building regulations and is for domestic use only.
This is a Class I product, and must be Earthed.
Run supply wire from a 5-amp electrical supply protected by an RCD using double insulated 3-core cable

a cable buried in the ground shall incorporate an earthed armour or metal sheath or both, suitable for use as

disturbance of the ground.

Care Information
Allow 10 minutes to cool before replacing, adjusting or cleaning.

Assembly/ User Instructions
Before you start
Ensure that the product is fully assembled as illustrated before use.
The Light pack contains:
The following tools may be required:

Candle Drip

Electric drill and assorted drill bits.
Wire strippers.
Electrical insulation tape.

1.
2.
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Assembly/ User Instructions Continued
3. Fit the bulb (1).
4.
5.

7.

8.

indents to ensure the cap is aligned correctly.

aligned so that the threaded bolts are horizontal.
to the wall.

NOTE: This
The cable entry grommet must be securely in place to ensure that

and overlap the wiring both sides with 2 layers of insulation tape.

trap or strain the internal cables.
9. Turn on the power and test.

A
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Adjusting the PIR Sensor
The unit must be installed in a vertical position, and fitted 1.8m - 2.5m above the ground.
The detection angle is set at 90 degrees, but the distance can be set using the SENS dial (A). The maximum
When adjusting the sensitivity (detection distance) in daylight it will be necessary to cover the sensor to
simulate night time.
between 10 seconds to 5 minutes duration.
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